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Introduction

Historically, the American bail system has been a tool that allowed courts to minimally intrude upon a defendant’s liberty so as to ensure their appearance for all court proceedings. Additionally, it allowed courts the ability to detain defendants awaiting trial who posed such a risk to public safety that releasing them back onto the street would defy common sense. Posting a monetary bond emerged as a way for a defendant to have “skin in the game” and ensure required attendance.

However, a growing body of research suggests that monetary bail disproportionately imprisons the poor pre-trial1, and has been likened by some to modern day debtors prison.2 Nationally, 34% of felony defendants are kept in jail ahead of trial solely because they are unable to pay a cash bond.3 There were nearly 11 million admissions to jails in 2015.4 At year’s end, there were 434,600 inmates in jails across the country awaiting trial.5 A 2015 study by the Vera Institute for Justice found that on any given day there are more than 730,000 people in local jails awaiting trial.6 Disproportionally, these individuals are in the poorest third of Americans.7 Researchers at the Prison Policy Initiative found that 60% of the individuals who could not afford their bail were among the poorest third of Americans; 80% fell into the bottom half.8 According to their work, the average income, in adjusted 2016 dollars, of the average person who could not afford their bail is $15,341.9 As a result of this kind of
disproportionate impact, a number of local bail schemes have been held to be unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{10}

Reformers point to two major problems with placing money at the center of a bail scheme; (1) a disproportionate negative impact on the poor, and (2) negative public safety outcomes. An examination of Kentucky, despite having taken steps to address some concerns related to the bail system, reveal both of those concerns to be true here.

In 2016, there were 64,123 non-violent, non-sexual defendants detained in Kentucky because they could not afford their bail.\textsuperscript{11} Meanwhile, 43 high risk, violent or sexual offenders were released after posting a monetary bail.\textsuperscript{12}

**Kentucky**

Kentucky has long been seen as a national leader on bail reform.\textsuperscript{13} Unlike the Federal Constitution, the Kentucky Constitution grants an affirmative right to bail with sufficient securities in non-capital cases,\textsuperscript{14} and case law states that money cannot be used to detain a defendant in a case bailable by law.\textsuperscript{15} The Kentucky Supreme Court, in *Atkins v. Regan*, explained that, “[t]he generally recognized objective of a peace bond is not to deprive of liberty but to exact security for the keeping of the peace.”\textsuperscript{16} They further held that “[i]f the amount required is so excessive as to be prohibitory, the result is a denial of bail.”\textsuperscript{17}

**The 1976 Bail Reform Act**

The 1976 Kentucky Bail Reform Act banned for-profit commercial bail bonding
services and created the Kentucky Pretrial Services Agency (KPSA) as part of the Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC). From then on the KPSA would prepare a report on the defendant through an interview to determine the likelihood of; (1) appearance at future proceedings and (2) committing new offenses. Among the factors considered are the defendant’s ties to the community, criminal record, and ability to afford bond. A judge considers the Pretrial Service Report, but has the discretion to deviate from it, and then decides whom to release and under what conditions, including monetary bond.

**The Move to Risk Assessment**

The 1976 reforms were a step in the right direction for Kentucky, but left one’s ability to post money (or capital) at the center of the bail process.

With the signing of H.B. 463 in 2011, KPSA moved functionally from the interview-based model to a Risk-Assessment based model of determining likelihood of appearance and re-offense. The Risk Assessment tool utilizes vast sums of data collected across multiple jurisdictions – 1.5 million cases in over 300 jurisdictions – to try to objectively identify the factors that lead a defendant to not appear or commit a new offense. The tool then applies those factors objectively to an individual defendant. Kentucky defendants are then determined to be low, moderate, or high risk.

According to a study conducted by the Laura and John Arnold Foundation, in the first six months of implementation, new crimes committed by defendants on pre-trial release were down 15%, despite releasing a greater number of defendants awaiting trial. Additionally, defendants flagged as likely to commit a new violent offense, were in fact sixteen times more likely to commit a new violent offense than those not flagged,
demonstrating the system’s accuracy.¹⁹

Yet, judicial buy-in on the tool has been mixed. A 2015 investigation by reporter Alysia Santo with The Marshall Project found that while judges must explain why they set a monetary bail for defendants determined to be low or moderate risk, some simply write “flight risk” or “danger” and then impose financial conditions.²⁰ As a result, under the new Risk Assessment model, 70% of defendants were released, up only slightly from 68% pre-Assessment tool.²¹

**Disproportionate Impact on Poor Defendants**

A growing volume of research suggests that use of a monetary bond disproportionately disadvantages the poor in our criminal justice system. A 2013 review of New York City’s jail system found that “more than 50% of jail inmates held until case disposition remained in jail because they couldn’t afford bail of $2,500 or less.”²² Of non-felony defendants, 31% were held on bail amounts of less than $500.²³ A national study using data from 2011 found that 60% of jail inmates were pre-trail detainees and 75% of those were charged with property, drug, or other non-violent offenses.²⁴ A 2016 study by the Prison Policy Initiative found that those detained in jails had a median annual income of $15,109;

---

**Key Statistic**

According to data obtained from the Kentucky Administrative Office of the Courts, in 2016, of defendants *not* charged with a violent or sexual offense, 30% – or 64,123 – were unable to post a monetary bond.

Of those 64,123 a total of 44,997, or just over 70%, were assessed as low or moderate risk. The average length of time spent in jail awaiting trial by these defendants was 109 days.
less than half of the median income of the general population and lower than the median income of those eventually convicted and imprisoned.25

According to data obtained from the Kentucky Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC)26, in 2016, of defendants not charged with a violent or sexual offense, 30% – or 64,123 – were unable to post a monetary bond. Of those 64,123 a total of 44,997, or just over 70%, were assessed as low or moderate risk. The average length of time spent in jail awaiting trial by these defendants was 109 days. This represents a total of nearly 5 million days spent in jail by defendants not charged with a violent or sexual offense, who were assessed as low or moderate risk. It also represents – using the $31-a-day per diem – a total of $152,044,863 spent to detain these individuals pre-trial.

These are individuals like David Stagner Jr., a 35 year old man from Mercer County, Kentucky, charged with the single misdemeanor of Public Intoxication. Mr. Stager was charged on July 27, 2017 and a cash bond was set he could not afford. On August 14, after being in jail for 18 days, was released on his own recognizance. One month later he plead guilty, was assessed a $50 fine and $194 in court costs. The full amount, $244, is $314 less than the total cost of his confinement – again using the $31-a-day metric – all for a single misdemeanor count of Public Intoxication.

While many low and moderate risk individuals who have committed non-violent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Violent, Non-Sexual Offenders Unable to Post Monetary Bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low or Moderate Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and non-sexual offenses crowd Kentucky county jails, and are a financial strain on the system, there is virtually no evidence that the public safety benefits of keeping these individuals incarcerated outweigh the costs incurred to do so.

**The Effect on Public Safety**

Money being a central part of Kentucky’s bail system has led to a number of outcomes that should concern those of us who believe public safety is the most important function of state and local government.

In 2016, 4,945 defendants evaluated by the AOC had committed a violent or sexual offense, 901 or 18% of those defendants posted a monetary bond and were released despite their charged offense. Of that group, 43 were also high risk, meaning that under the current system, 43 high risk, violent or sexual offenders were back on the streets simply because they could afford to be.

Additionally, a disturbingly large number of homicide defendants in Louisville have been released on the Home Incarceration Program (HIP). According to a May 2017 report by *Wave3 News* reporter Natalia Martinez, 26 homicide defendants were bonded out on HIP in the city of Louisville alone.\(^{27}\) The chief reason according to her report was overcrowding in the Jefferson County jail.\(^{28}\) This echoes and earlier *WDRB News* report in which a Jefferson District Court Judge stated, “[w]ith the jail crowding
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**Key Statistic**

Compared to individuals released within 24 hours of arrest, low-risk defendants held 2-3 days were 17% more likely to commit another crime within two years.

Detention periods of 4-7 days yielded a 35% increase in re-offense rates. And defendants held for 8-14 days were 51% more likely to recidivate than defendants who were detained less than 24 hours.
issue, HIP is the easiest relief valve so if we can get more inmates into the program, that's fabulous.”

Under the current system, judges are either forced, or choose to, alleviate over-crowding issues by placing homicide defendants on home incarceration while moderate risk, non-violent, non-sexual offenders remain in custody. As of August 7, 2017, twenty-two homicide defendants remained on HIP. Prior to his indictment, this included homicide defendant Deandre Williams, who admitted in a police report to intentionally committing the murder.

Finally, a number of studies have suggested that low-risk individuals who are detained while awaiting trial actually reoffend at a higher rate than similarly situated low-risk offenders who are not. One such assessment, of money bail in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh courts, found that the imposition of money bail led to a 6%-9% yearly increase in recidivism. Another national study found that;

> Compared to individuals released within 24 hours of arrest, low-risk defendants held 2-3 days were 17% more likely to commit another crime within two years. Detention periods of 4-7 days yielded a 35% increase in re-offense rates. And defendants held for 8-14 days were 51% more likely to recidivate than defendants who were detained less than 24 hours.

While it is unclear why low-risk individuals detained pre-trial recidivate at higher rate than comparable defendants who are released, it clear from the data that it is the case. Of particular note is that high-risk defendants held while awaiting trail did not see an increase in re-arrest over other high-risk defendants who were released. Whatever causes the criminogenic effect from pre-trial detention does not occur in high risk detainees. In other words, detaining low-risk defendants has negative public safety
implications not seen in high risk defendants, who should be held.

Taken together, the ability for wealthy, violent and sexual offenders to pay their way to freedom, the release of homicide suspects due to jail crowding, and the possible criminogenic effect on low-risk defendants of pre-trial detention, our current system possess unnecessary risks to public safety that undermine our justice system and makes the public less safe.

**Policy Recommendations.**

While Kentucky has made important strides in making its bail system more fair and a better arbiter of who should be detained pre-trial, there is still work to be done. However, two changes could make Kentucky not only the leader in pre-trial innovation, but better reflect our priorities of public safety, justice, and fairness.

1) **Kentucky should transition its bail system to focus on offense and offender (offense-centric system), not on a defendant’s financial means (means-centric system).**

The language proposed by the Governor’s Criminal Justice Policy Assessment Council (CJPAC) would have moved Kentucky to a more pure Risk Assessment based model and eliminated monetary bond for non-violent, non-sexual offenders who were assessed as low or moderate risk. It would also give judges greater leeway in detaining violent and sexual offenders pre-trial.

The move would make the pre-trial process in Kentucky similar to existing models in New Jersey and Washington, D.C. While both systems are complex, and have faced some criticism, they have advocates that include the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), California Senator (and former CA Attorney General) Kamala Harris,
Senator Rand Paul, and Governor Chris Christie.\textsuperscript{35} That is because in addition to granting non-monetary pre-trial release to low and moderate risk defendants not charged with violent or sexual offenses, the proposed CJPAC changes also give greater opportunities to prosecutors to request that violent and dangerous offenders be detained ahead of trial. This is largely what some have attributed to the near universal buy-in in the Washington D.C. courts around this model.\textsuperscript{36}

In fact, the most high profile “failure” of the New Jersey bail reform – a murder committed by a defendant released without bail – is directly attributable to a prosecutor who could have asked that a defendant be detained without bail, but did not.\textsuperscript{37}

The predictive success of these models has already been discussed, and an examination of Colorado’s risk assessment instrument found that low and moderate risk defendants with unsecured bonds actually appeared more frequently than comparable defendants who had a secured, monetary bond. When not clouded by monetary bail, this system could allow greater fairness in pre-trial detention in Kentucky, while enhancing public safety.

2) The Home Incarceration Program (HIP) should be eliminated for homicide defendants

While HIP is undoubtedly a useful tool in reducing jail crowding, and offers some defendants an opportunity to stay within the community while they await trial, it simply is not an appropriate tool in homicide cases. The placement of these defendants on HIP erodes public and law enforcement trust in the judicial process and undermines police efforts to apprehend future suspects.\textsuperscript{38}
If a judge wishes to place a homicide defendant on HIP, they should have to make written findings as to why that defendant is not a danger to any witness in the case, or the public at large. While it is possible that these written findings could get abused, as was the case with the 2011 Bail reform, it is an appropriate limitation on judicial discretion in setting pre-trial release. Judicial discretion is the result of General Assembly statutes and Supreme Court rules, not inherent in judiciary via the Kentucky Constitution.39

**Conclusion**

Kentucky has long been willing to take bold action on bail reform ahead of most of her sister states. From the 1976 elimination of commercial bail bondsmen to piloting of one of the country’s first Risk Assessment tools, Kentucky has been willing to lead from the front. Now, two new bold reforms can save taxpayer dollars, ensure a more fair system of justice, and most importantly, better protect public safety.

---
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